
Manual process - Areas of impact

MANUAL DOCUMENT PROCESSES: 
WHY THE MAJORITY OF SMBS 
ARE STILL STUMBLING

MANUAL PROCESSES DRIVE DOWN EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 

66% 
of survey respondents 
rely solely on physical 
mail because it is 
standard practice. 

Source: Keypoint Intelligence - Mail Technology and E-Delivery Adoption Research Study, 2018

MOST SMBS RELY ON MANUAL PROCESSES FOR BUSINESS CRITICAL 
CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS

Efficiency
Manual processing 
tasks take valuable 

employees away 
from core business 

activities.

Accuracy
Human error is 
a reality when 

manual processes 
are required.

Customer
Negative impact 

of sending 
the wrong 

document or using 
the wrong channel.

Agility
Manual processes 

may become 
a bottleneck to 

growth.

“Employees are more likely to feel engaged and motivated when tasks are 
varied and challenging, and when their role has significance and meaning. ” 

Source: Hackman and Oldham’s Job Characteristics Model



OVER TIME, REPETITIVE MANUAL TASKS INFLUENCE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOR AND 
PERFORMANCE. A RECENT STUDY UNCOVERED THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS:

43%
Percentage of the global 
workforce that will be made 
up of Millennials by 2025.

AIM Consulting Associates, "How Automation Impacts 
Document Workflow: A Pilot Study," 2020

Employees became distracted and disengaged, 
which inevitably resulted in avoidable errors. 

Employees were more concerned with finishing 
monotonous manual tasks than ensuring what 

they processed was accurate, despite not having 
a time limit imposed and being given an 
opportunity to double check their work. 

• Want meaning and purpose associated with their work
• More mobile and do not hesitate to switch companies
• Motivated by opportunities that offer challenge,
  growth and professional development

AS YOUNGER GENERATIONS AND DIGITAL NATIVES ENTER THE 
WORKFORCE, TRADITIONAL MANUAL TASKS MUST BE TRANSFORMED IN A 
WAY THAT ENCOURAGE CAREER GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL PATHS. 

64% 
of the global workforce will 
be comprised of Millennials 
and Generation Z, by 2025

CHARACTERISTICS:

MILLENNIALS BORN: 1981-1996



Sources:
Pew Research Center– Where Millennials End and Generation Z Begin, 2018

Generational Differences in the Workplace, Purdue University, 2019

21%
Percentage of the global workforce that 
will be made up of Generation Z by 2025.

• Self-identify as digital device addicts
• Never known life without the internet
• Not afraid of new technology

GENERATION Z 

CHARACTERISTICS:

BORN: 1997 – 2013

“Millennials do not see automation as a threat. Rather than worrying about automation taking 
over their jobs, millennials see automation as an opportunity to advance their careers and 
organization. Compared to previous generations, millennials are also quick to find, apply, and 
understand new technologies — especially if it improves productivity and collaboration.” 

Source: www.cio.com, "Millenials are Driving Workplace Automation - Here's Why," 2018

How Incoming Generations View Automation 

Increased 
efficiency Transparency Ability to focus on 

meaningful work

MILLENNIALS VALUE THE SAME ATTRIBUTES THAT 
AUTOMATION PROMISES TO DELIVER:

About Quadient®

Quadient, formerly Neopost, is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful 
customer experiences. By focusing on four key solution areas including Customer Experience 
Management, Business Process Automation, Mail-Related Solutions, and Parcel Locker 
Solutions, Quadient helps simplify the connection between people and what matters. 
Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide in their quest to create 
relevant, personalized connections and achieve customer experience excellence. Quadient is 
listed in compartment B of Euronext Paris (QDT) and is part of the CAC® Mid & Small index.

For more information about Quadient, visit quadient.com.

ACCESS THE PLATFORM
To learn more about how Quadient 
could help with your document 
automation journey visit 
Quadient® Impress


